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About This Game

Kill your enemies, possess their bodies, and take their abilities as your own in this turn-based procedurally generated death
labyrinth. You play as the imp, the weakest monster in the dungeon. Tired of being bullied by the other monsters, you set off

with your sidekick Mid to descend to the deepest levels of the dungeon, defeat the final boss, and take his place.

MidBoss is easy to pick up and play if you're new to the genre of traditional roguelikes (turn-based strategic RPGs with
permadeath), but still has the depth and complexity that veterans expect and enjoy.

Features

 Possess your enemy and gain their strengths and skills with over 60 unique abilities to discover and learn.

 Choose between Hardcore mode (only 1 life), 1UP mode (5 lives), and Narrative mode (infinite lives and buffs to
explore the game)

 Randomized potions every game. Who knows what's in these mystery bottles! (optional)

 Traps as well as unidentified and cursed items.

 Dynamic music system that ups the musical excitement when enemies are about.
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 Custom Games so you can play the game exactly the way you want to.

 Shareable death cards document your run and how it ended. Load these in the game for stats or to play using the same
seed and settings. Customize your cards with unlockable themes!

 Spend death cards to start your next run with items you had when you died.

 Beat the game and get a special card which unlocks a new game+ mode. Start over with your items, abilities, or both!

 Lots of crates, chests, and other containers to pillage. Find the royal chest that spawns on every floor for extra sweet
loot!

 Playable with mouse and/or keyboard. Pick whatever control scheme you like!

 Color-blind modes, optional high contrast font, and adjustable brightness.

 Multiple monitor support and borderless windowed fullscreen.

 12 retro mode filters to find and unlock.

 Cratefish.
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One of the most mechanically unique roguelikes I have ever played, and even if you don't like the game overall too much, the
possession\/skill learning mechanic alone is worth having a look at.

Frankly, it inspired me to make something of my own with a similar mechanic, and I cannot wait to be skilled enough in coding
to make it happen.

Thanks, devs!. Outstanding game. Original concept, fair price, great developer.
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Demo:
Hi everyone, I have good news!

There is a demo of God's Basement currently available. I've also included a PDF document which serves as a walk-through
guide. The demo is only available in English and should take anywhere from 10-20 minutes to complete. I hope you enjoy the
demo! Thank you for your time. :)

PDF Demo Guide:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18CNr9zQD09yyR5hS3nBDQp2GBkv19LCK/view?usp=sharing

- Erebus. God's Basement Humble Store Sale - 34% Off:
God's Basement is available on the Humble Store with a 34% discount from Feb 18 - 25

Humble Store page:

https://www.humblebundle.com/store/gods-basement. Steam Achievements!:
Hey everyone! I have implemented Steam Achievements into the game. There are a total of 18 achievements to collect.

I've also reduced the countdown timer for hints from 6 minutes to 3 minutes, to slightly speed up the pace of the game.

Thanks for reading this, I hope you enjoy collecting those achievements!

- Erebus. Humble Store Launch - 20% Off:
God's Basement is available on the Humble Store with a 20% off discount from Jan 14 - 21!

Humble Store page:

https://www.humblebundle.com/store/gods-basement. First Patch:
This is the first patch of the game.

This fixes the Chapter 6 bug, where I left a door unlocked and players sometimes fell through the map if they kept walking past
the door.
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I also added a feature where you can reset your progress/unlock all of the chapters within the game. Some updates will wipe a
player's save data, so adding this feature would be beneficial to players who have already completed the game and would like to
revisit specific chapters.
(The Russian localization for the feature will be added sometime tomorrow, after I receive the translated document!)

This patch also includes minor bug fixes, etc.

I'll try to add Steam achievements during the latter half of November next month.

Email me if you find more bugs, or if you want to suggest more features!
godsbasementgame@gmail.com. One Week Left!:
Hey guys, there is one week to go until release!

Everything looks ready to go, so hopefully the game launches smoothly.

If you're a twitch streamer, youtuber, or a curator, etc, email me and I can probably provide you with a key a day or two before
release.

godsbasementgame@gmail.com

Share the game with your friends and add it to your Steam wishlist, it helps a bunch.

Thank you for all of your support, you guys are awesome. 

- Erebus. READ THIS PLEASE:

Intro
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